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February Is Black History Month
The annual observance of
Black History Month in
February will be highlighted at
Prairie View A&M University
and throughout the nation.
Several major events are
scheduled on campus along
with daily activities to be

Volume 54
Number 10

sponsored by most university
academic and student related
departments. The History
Department which coordinates
the local observance, is again
publishing a "Panther Cub"
to describe most of the
activities planned.

The first of major events is
the Annual Ministers Conference which will focus on Black
Leadership and the team work
of the church and mostly black
educational institutions.
Hundreds of Texas ministers

are expected for the 2-day
events.
The fifth annual Federal
Government Career Day is
scheduled for Wednesday,
February 13. The event is
sponsored by the Division of
Career Education and Place-

PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS

1980

PLANNING TV HISTORY SPOTS - Al Varela, Channel 11 Public Service director,
was on campus last week working with University Information personnel and students in
developing TV spots highlighting Black History Month throughout February. With Mr.
Varela are (L-R) Benny Boone, PR Consultant, Jack Weeks, News Director, and C. A. Wood,
Director of PV Information Services.

PV-TSU Students to Be Featured
In Black History TV Spots

The students have chosen
their favorite person in Black
History, researched their
subject and written their
historical contributions for
the 60-second spots.
Al Varela, Channel 11
Public Service Director, says

In keeping with provisions
of the "Solid Waste Disposal
Act:• Article 4477-7, Vernon's
Texas Civil Statues, a public
hearing will be held by the
Texas Department of Health
on January 31, 1980, at 10:00
a.m. on the application for a
permit by Prairie View A&M
University for a municipal
solid waste landfill. The
hearing will be held in the
President's Office, Prairie
View A&M University. The
facility involved is a proposed
18-acre Type I landfill to be
located in the north part of
Prairie View, on the south side
of FM Highway 1098, and in
the northwest part of Prairie
View A&M University Campus.
Municipal solid waste faciliSee HEARING, Page 3
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STUDENTFACULTY
ART

EXHIBIT
(:bruary 11-26

Art produce by talented young black artist is a valuable
contribution to our American Culture. It often posseBSes
deep pyschological and intellectual qualities, frequently subtle and sometimes highly pronounced. What ever the case
may be the Afro-American artist remains greatly ignored
and unappreciated.
During the recognition of Black History Month the
Department of Art will display an exhibition of works by
students and faculty. The exhibit entitled "Visual Perspectives" will focus on numerous styles and directions in art. A
multiplicity of paintings, drawings, photographs, commercial art and crafts are included in the exhibit.

S et February 5-6 -

Annual Ministers Conference
To focus On Black Leadership
By Frank White
About 500 members of the

clergy will convene at Prairie
View A&M University Febru-

he and his taping crew should .
arrive on the Prairie View
campus at 9 a.m. Monday.
"We want to film the
students at various locations
on campus, to show as much
of Prairie View as possible,
Varela said . "Some of the
taping will be done outside,
and some inside, depending
largely on subject matter!'
Those who have volunteered
for the project include Pamala
Shields, Delores Clack, Charlotte Leviston, Cheryl Hackett,
Carlos Pierott, Theresa Bullard, Frederick Wade, Curtis
Stansberry, Lillian Randle,
Robert Bentford, and Franlc
White.

PV Development Plan RIJlldy
A "Long-Range Development Plan"
- for Prairie View A&M University is nearing completion according to Dr. A. I.
Thomas, president of the University. The
comprehensive report will project
PVA&M's goals throughout the BO's.

featuring outstanding black
artists and leaders.
The Drama Department has
scheduled events for February
7, 9, 21, 25 and 27, all to be
staged in the theatre in
Hobart-Taylor Hall.
The History Department will
sponsor several activities of its
own in addition to coordinating campus-wide events.

Highlighting
Afro-American
life and History

PRAIRIE VIEW A&M
UNIVERSITY January 24-29,
Pubic HtWing on
Waste Disposal
Project Set

Several Prairie View A&M
University students will be
chosen to appear on KHOUTV during Black History
Month of February for one
minute public service spots.
Some dozen or more have
been auditioned by producers
from Channel 11, and taping
of the minute spo~ will begin
next week.

ment in conjunction with the
Houston Area office of the
U.S. Civil Service Commission.
Departmental activities will
include seminars, dramas,
readings, book reviews,
movies, films, and exhibits .
The WR Banks Library is
sponsoring a Film Festival
w)iich includes nine showings

A HEAP OF PV HISTORY - Thousands of grads and ex-students, male and female,
made Luckie Hall their home during college careers. Now it is being demolished - making
way for newer and more modem facilities. Built in 1912, the dormitory was named for Professor C. W. Luckie (1898-1909).

ary5-6 to better understand
how two institutions - the
black church and the predominantly black college - have
worked together to nurture
black leadership.
The 22nd Annual Minister's
Conference will have as its
theme: "The Black Church
and Predominantly Black
College: Historical Partners in
the Development of Black
Leaders:•
In aU, there will be five guest
speakers during the two-day
conference: Dr. William Bill
Jones, pastor of Bethany
Baptist Church, Brooklyn;
Samuel Green, bishop of the
Church of God in Christ,
Newport News; E. A. Morgan,
bishop of the Church of the
Living God in Christ, Decatur,
lllinois; H. Thomas Primm,
bishop of the A.M.E. Church,
Nashville; and Dr. Wyatt L.
Walker, pastor of Canaan
Baptist Church, New York
City.
Dr. Walker will be the
featured speaker at the
Minister's conference, which
will draw the students, faculty,
staff and administration as
See MINISTERS, Page 8
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Engineers' Council (ECPD) Changes Name
The Engineers' Council for
Professional Development,
Inc. (ECPD) founded in 1932,
has undergone major organizational changes this year as a
result of a major study started
in 1977. With the approval of
its 19 member socities,
representing 674,843 enginee~ _

in the U.S., the ECPD has
officially changed its name to
the Accreditation Board for
Engineering and Technology,
Inc. (ABET). This change is
effective January I, 1980.
The Engineering Education
and Accreditation Committee
(EE&A) and The Engineering
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Technology Committee (ET)
have also changed their names.
They have been renamed the
Engineering
Accreditation
Commission (EAC) and the
Technology
Accreditation
Commission (TAC), respectively.
Under the new structure
ABET continues to be
responsible for accreditation
activities in engineering, technology and engineering-related
areas keeping the same
autonomous and independent
status as that of the ECPD.
Currently, there are 239
colleges of engineering with
1295 ECPD/ABET accredited
programs. In technology, there
are 565 accredited programs,
either two or four year, at 159
institutions of higher education. Accreditation of these
programs is the responsibility
of the accreditation commissions which in 1979 conducted
552 accredtation visits involving the same number of visitors
who contributed their time and
effort to assure the public that
the accredited programs fulfilled the criteria established by
the profession. This volunteer
effort represents over 4000
man-days. Coupled with the
ECPD/ABET operating budget of $998,000 it represents a
significant commitment by the
profession to insure the
viability of the accreditation
program which attests to the
quality of engineering and
technology education in the
U.S.
ABET will continue all
accreditation and other educa-

Engineering Graduates/Undergraduates

Apply No11r
For Your Future!
GROW ALONG WITH
SUN PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
COMPANY

You·ve worked hard and mastered a technically complex and mentally demanding science. Now you would
like to let all or that effort begin to pay orr. Ideally, y~u .
seek a major corporaliop in the forerront of this
nation"s economy. A company with a long tradition of
technical innovation and successful expansion. A com•
pany where YOUR creativity and achievements will be
recognized and rewarded.

LOOK NO FURTHER!
SUN PETROLEUM PRODUCTS COMPANY is II wholly
owned, independent subsidiary of SUN COMPANY,
INC. We are responsible for the efficient operation of
siK petroleum refineries and the marketing of many
petroleum-related products and technological services
to customers throughout the world.
Engineers from our Professional staff will be on
your campus

Wednesday, February 6th
to discuss our company's plans for your career in
The Petroleum Jnduslry. For further information,
please contact your College Placement Office.

~

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/V/H

Insider Magazine Gives

Tips on Summer Jobs

GROOVE
PHI
GROOVE
SOCIAL
FELLOWSHIP
INC. 1962

lncorf>orattd

The Nations
Largest
Black
Social
Fellowship
Organization

We The Brothers of Groove Phi Groove have a strong Fellowship beyond
reproach. We have always had it, and shall have it in the future.
Groove do not pledge scholars, portyers, top athletes , or big names. We
pledge brothers, who are also scholars, athletes, and big names.
In the tradition of Groove we do not pledge people who need us. We want
Brothers who can do without us or any other college group to support them. We
wont faithful, hardworking, independent '"Thinking Men" - men who con make
sacrifices and contributions toward something they believe in. These ore men
who will keep the fellowship in everlasting existence throughout the notion.
The kind of Brotherhood the fellowship offers is unique and that's what
makes Groove Phi Groove unique - Brotherhood in touch with Blackness.

SUN PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS COMPANY
A 01Y1slon of Sun Oil Company ol Pennsylvania

tion-related activitie currently
operating under ECPD. However, the ECPD/ABET Board
of Directors has approved the
transfer of several educational
functions not directly related
to accreditation to the
appropriate Councils of the
new umbrella organization, the
American Association of
Engineering Societies (AAES)
over the next 12 months. The
assignment of these non-accreditation activities will occur
when the Councils are viable
and able to accept the
ALL FAITHS CHAPEL GIFI' - President A. I.
responsibility for these func- Thomas and Rev. W. Van Johnson are pictured accepting
tions.
gift of $550.00 for Chapel funds which was secured by Mr.
The ECPD/ ABET in its William Chester of San Francisco, California. He is
47th year of continuous
represented above by a family relative, Mrs. Mary Clark,
operation, remains as a unity
Associate Director of Admissions.
organization in the education
area for the engineering
profession. The purpose of
ECPD/ABET is stated in its
constitution as ". . . the
promotion and advancement
of engineering education with
a view to furthering the public
"Summer Jobs: The Search depth with one feature topic of
welfare through the developis ON!" is the title of the interest to college students.
ment of the better educated
winter issue of Ford's Insider,
The upcoming issue advises
and qualified engineer, engineering technologist, engineer- a 24-page full-color supple- students on how to get ahead
in the summer employment
ing technician, and others ment to The Panther,
crunch. It also provides
engaged in engineering or scheduled to appear February.
Each Insider issue deals in valuable tips on making good
engineering related work'.'
impressions at job interviews
At present the member American Society of Heating,
and using school placement
organizations of ECPD/ABET
Refrigerating and Air-Con- centers and state employment
are:
d it ion in g
Engineers services as resource centers.
American Congress on Survey(ASHRAE)
There are even useful listings
ing & Mapping (ACSM)
of books, addresses, and
American Institute of Aero- American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
summer job services to aid in
nautics & Astronautics
Institute of Electrical & the job search.
(AIAA)
Electronics Engineers
Insider, which is in its third
American Institute of Chemi(IEEE)
year of publication, is
cal Engineers (AIChE)
National Council of Engineers sponsored entirely by the Ford
American Institute of IndusExaminers (NCEE)
Motor Company in their
trial Engineers (AIIE)
National Institute of Ceramic efforts to provide services to
American Institute of Mining,
Engineers (NICE)
college students. 13-30 CorpoMetallurgical and PetroNational
Society of Profes- ration - the nation's largest
leum Engineers (AIME)
sional Engineers (NSPE)
college magazine publisher American Nuclear Society
Society of Automotive Engi- edits, designs, and distributes
(ANS)
neers (SAE)
Insider for Ford.
American Society of AgriculSociety of Manufacturing
tural Engineers (ASAE)
Engineers (SME)
Of the nine million living
American Society of Civil
armed
forces veterans who
American
Academy
of
EnvirEngineers (ASCE)
onmental Engineers (AAEE) served during the Vietnam Era,
American Society for EngiAmerican Society for Metals 32 percent had duty in the
neering Education (ASEE)
(ASM)
Vietnam theatre of operations.

~

That is why the Brothers of Groove Phi Groove wont to pledge you.
If you believe this is yo~ contact:
Roy Josey 2889
Donny Anderson 3189
232 Fuller
322 Fuller

Willie Hunter 4667
407A Holley
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Fsdsrli C.IHlf Day
Set Februay 13

AH-Faiths Chapel Drive
Submits Financial Report
The All-Faiths Chapel Drive has reached a total of $177,206.19,
Reverend W. Van Johnson, Dean of Chapel, announced.
Reverend Johnson submitted the following Financial Report.
Balance Brought Forward
January l, l976to December 31, 1976 ............. $
500.00
January l, 1977 to December 31, 1977 ............ .
3,055.00
January 1, 1978 to December 31, 1978 ............ . 41,077.64
January 1, 1979 to December 31, 1979 ............ . 122,935.75
January 1, 1980to January 11, 1980 .............. .
100.00
Total Interest Earned from January I, 1978
To December 31, 1978 ...................... .

311.72

Total Interest Earned From January 1, 1979
To January 18, 1980 ..................... • - .

5,387.63

Total Interest Earned on $75,000.00 Gift From
Houston Endowment, Inc. From July 25, 1979
To December 31, 1979 ...................... .

3,788.45

Total Gifts Received to January 11, 1980 ..... .... . . 177,156.19
Total Gifts Received January 12, 1980
To January 18, 1980 . .................. .. .. .

50.00

Total Gifts Received to January 18, 1980 ........... 177,206.19
OVER ALL TOTAL:
Total Gifts Received From January I, 1976
To January 18, 1980 ........................ $177,206.19
Total of Unpaid Pledges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

THREE

The Division of Career
Education and Placement in
conjunction with the Houston
Area office of the United
States Civil Service Commission will sponsor a Federal
Career Day on February 13,
1980 in the Ballroom of the
Memorial Student Center from
9:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m.
Our objectives of this
program are to: (l) maximiz.c
our students' opportunities for
employment with the government; and, (2) obtain information on the advantages of a
career in government.
applying them to ourselves. If
you don't think that is
learning, take note of persons
who pattern their lives after
persons who exhibit traits that
are not so good.

GOAT PROJECT - Dr. Frank Pinkerton (right) Ag. professor in charge of the S1.5
million PV Dairy Goat Research Center describes new equipment received by the Program to
an associate.

56,871.00

Over All Total ......................... $234,077.19

Reflections of AKA
By Beatrice Moore
Welcome back to a new
semester at Prairie View, and
may it be beneficial to all. The
Sorors of Alpha Kappa Alpha
extc;nd their sincere wishes of
happiness to all. The sorors of
Alpha Kappa extend an open
invitation to all students to

Let us inform
& entertain
you for

1/2price

Receive the new
morning Chronicle
for half-price for
daily and Sunday
delivery all
semester and get
thorough news
coverage.
Coverage which
offers more
significant and
timely information
than any textbook.
Information which
will help you excel
in classes .
But we give you
more than news.
We ofter the latest
sports coverage,
fashion, moneysaving and timesaving recipes and
entertainment.
Sunday's Zest
magazine previews
and reviews plays,
movies, books, and
music
To start your
subscription today.
ca// 826-6584.

Houston
Chronicle

attend the activities planned
for the Spring Semester, and
there will be a lot in store and
plenty of fun for those
interested.
Soror Penny Songy was
named the South Central
Region "Epitome of an Alpha
Kappa Alpha Woman'.' Sorer
Songy was cholsen becaused of
her high schol~tic standing,
charming personality, campus
activities, and special programs which she has attended
and numerous awards received. Congratulations Sorer.
Sorors Rosiland Jones,
Sharon Stafford, Helen Carden graduated this past
December, and we 'Wish them
success. Sorors Carden and
Jones are presently working on
obtaining their Masters Degree
in their perspective fields of
interest.
We also congratulate all
students listed in Who's Who
for this year and hope they
continue their success in the
upcoming years.

HeoringcoNT1NuEDJrom Page I
ties throughout Texas are.
under the jurisdiction of the
Texas Department of Health
and are required to be operated
in accordance with the Department's "Municipal Solid
Waste Management Regulations'.' The Department's
jurisdiction includes the collection, handling, and storage of
solid waste and disposal by
energy and material recovery,
sanitary landfill, composting
or other approved methods.

"The family"
By Matthew A . Castille

When we think of colleges
and universities, we look upon
such institutions as being
families. And, like members of
any family, we can learn from
each other. At an institution
such as Prairie View, there is
much to be learned both
academically and socially.
To improve upcn the areas
where we might be weak, each
of us can practice copying the
better traits of others and

HOM&DELIVERED
• LARGESTCLASSIYIED
VOL

IN fOUll PAIITB • 6t PCI.

12U)97MNORTHROP AIRCRAFT
GROUP OFFICE

PT. 1-GENDIALNEW~UiPCS.
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DAILY FJVE CENTS

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
JANUARY 31 sl
Northrop P-61's
Lead the Way as
MacArthur Returns
to Philippines
October 30, 1944 Leyte Gulf, Philippines
Gen. Douglas MacArthur stood proud
and erect on the bridge of the light
cruiser NASHVILLE last week as she
sailed into the green waters of Leyte
Gulf. He had returned, keeping the
promise made in March of 1942. Bombersize P-61's from Northrop, radar-guided
fighter aircraft with a 66-foot wing span,
guarded the skies for his safe voyage.
First American fighter designed specifically for night interception, the twinengine P~l's reached the Pacific combat
zone earlier this year. Designed by Jack
Northrop, the giant "Black Widow" is
being produced in 13 different models
at the company's Hawthorne plant, one
of the first in the industry to be automated. "Our first large-scale production order is on schedule," says Northrop,
"Our P -61 aircraft is in combat service
in both the Pacific and European theatres."

January, 1980
Northrop Aircraft is still designing and
building high-performance aircraft, today in the company's mile-long, modem
complex at Hawthorne. After 40 years
we're still promoting our people as well
as our products, offering excellent salaries and benefits, including generous
vacations--the week-long Christmas Holiday is another Northrop innovation in
the aircraft industry. Above all, we take
pride in our management philosophy:

i-------------------"'-.....,;....i11..,..;.
Northrop Aircraft'• P-61 Night Fighter
our employees are not simply "cogs" in
an industrial machine, but creative individuals with intelligence and dignity
to be respected, and ambitions to be
realized.
Northrop Aircraft today is still encouraging and promoting creative technical
people. If your interests are in AERONAUTICAL E GINEERING, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING, METALLURGY, MANUFACTURINGTECHNOLOGY, or, INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING, see Northrop today for your

tomorrow.
Contact the placement office to schedule an appointment with a Northrop
representative.

If you cannot meet with us, call:

(213) 970-4986.
Or, send your resume to:

Terry Saldin
Employment Office
Zone 80, Dept. PVH-131
2815 El Segundo Blvd.
Hawthorne, CA 90250
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H

Aircraft Group

NORTHROP
Making advanced technology work.

FOUR
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The Art of Being
The art of being is the assumption that
you possess those qualities of spirit and attitudes of mind that make for radiant living.
It is following the maxim of
Shakespeare: "Assume a virtue though you
have it not" ... knowing that the dynamic
power of habit can build it into your
character.
It is being great now, being forgiving
now, being tolerant now, being happy now,
being successful now, instead of postponing
By Nikki Torian
positive and constructive living to some
vague and indefinite future.
It is wasting no time dreaming about the rich life you may
live next year, or ten years from now; it is beginning to live at your
best right now, today.
It is heeding the wisdom of the ancient Chinese seer who
observed: "A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single
step!' and it is taking that step today.
It is beginning today to be the person you want to be.
It is my wish that everyone had a very lovely Christmas and
will have a very successful 1980. The future belongs to those who
prepare for it.
Ralph Waldo Emerson

Politics Who and Why

PV Artist to Exhibit
Works at UH Downiown
"Perceptions of Life" an
exhibition of art work by
Clarence Talley will be on
display at the O'Kane Gallery,
University of Houston, Downtown College, Houston, Texas,
February 4 through 24, 1980.
The opening reception will be
held Tuesday, February 5 from
7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
Mr. Talley is presently
exhibiting in the National
Exhibition of Works on Paper,
Columbia College, Columbia,
Missouri. Talley is a member
of the Art Department, Prairie
View A&M University, Prairie
View, Texas.

Clarence Talley

See POLITICS, Page 10
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there. Faced with numerous
doctor bills and several months
of unemployment, the couple
began to rely more on the
power o f prayer, and were
drawn close together because
of their need for each other.
The marriage was ultimately
reunited and the husband did
secure a job to make an
adequate living for he and his
wife.
There are two ways this
couple could have looked at
the auto accident. First, it
could have been looked upon
as God having ignored their
prayers and allowed them to
have more bad luck. At that
point they would have given
up, separated and gone
throughout their life not
believing. Secondly, the accident could have been looked at
as a Blessing in Disguise. While
it did cause some physical pain
and mental anguish, the
marriage was saved and the
husband did finally get a good
job.
It is hard to imagine that an
auto accident with that much
suffering could be a blessing,
but if we remember Jesus
suffered on the cross for us
that we might have the right to
the tree of life. Have you
counted your blessings 1ately,
but be careful some may be
Biessings in Disguise.

Carry Out
HEMPSTEAD, TEXAS

Hedy Ratcliff, Cheryl Hackett,

JoAnn Alderson, Beatrice Moore, David Harris

Gloria Perez
Michael Heam, Jerry Mathis,
PHOTOGRAPHl!l\S .........,....._... Paris Kincade, Robert Sandling,
James Hawthorne. Barry Baugh, Robert Thoma.s,
Brett Hom (Tom Godwin, Roy Pace)
DEPARTMENT Sl!CIU!TARY ···-··-··-··-·························
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Any news items, advertising, or matters of interest to TIIE
PANTHER may be presented to the Department of Student
Publications, Room 108-112, New Clas.voom Building Telephone 857-2117. C. A Wood, Publications Director.
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Student Advertising, Incorporated
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EVANSTON, IUINOIS 60201

GUARANTY BOND STATE BANK
MEMBER F. D. I. C.
Waller, Texas

Six stories, one plot:

PHOTO PLAYS
FEATURES EVERY SUNDAY AND WEDNESDAY •

Sun. Feb. 3
THE FISH THAT
SAVED PlfflBURG
Wed., Feb. 6
WHEN A STRANGER
CALLS

IIIMIIOTH EICITEIIEIT!

6161NTIC ICTIONI
a mountain
of mus,cle, ••
strong
as an ox ...
mad as a bull .

.,>

Sun., Feb. 10
KUNG FU HERCULES
Wed., !;eb. 13
THE BLACK
GODFATHER
THERE'S A NEW
GODFATHER
----IN TOWN

OPPORTUNITIES
WITH THE
VICTORIA
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
The public schools in Victoria, Texas
will have a limited number of vacancies for
the 1980-81 school year, Interviews will
be conducted on the Prairie View A&M
University campus at the Placement Office
on February 27. Interested parties should
contact the Placement Office for an interview time.
The Victoria schools have a good
salary schedule, provide free hospitalization and life insurance, and offer excellent ·
facilities in which to work.
For additional Information, write:
Victoria Public Schools, P. 0. Box 1759,
Victoria,.Texas 77901.

FNE
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Kollar Korner
Blessings in Disguise

By Rev. R. F. Garrett
Metropolitan CME Chaplain
various problems affecting the
economy of the nation,
CME Student Association
because he appeared to be a
Does God really answer
weak leader.
prayers? This question has
However, little did anyone been debated through the years
know or perceive that by all manner of men. We all
something so deplorable and too often wait so long before
heartless was going to occur asking for his guidance that we
thousands of miles away that become impatient for His
would stimulate the minds and response and never truly
attitudes of the American recognize His blessing when it
people. Yes , the Iran crisis comes. God's works are
united Americans toward a mysterious to us and we well
common goal, while it divided may not know when or how
the victims of the crisis from our prayers will be answered.
their families. Surely, the man
There is a story of a young
everyone immediately concen- married couple who had been
trated on was President Carter having marital problems for
and his intentions to deal with several months which had
the delicate situation in Iran.
caused them to be drawn apart
His primary objective was to to the point a divorce had been
peacefully gain the release of considered. Feeling their
the hostages without unwilling- immediate environment and
ly initiating the possibility of financial problems were at the
World War Ill, which could be root of their differences, the
influenced by other countries. husband accepted a job across
President Carter, unexpectant- the country in hopes that his
ly projected a vulnerable image move might help. Upon the
and his "we will protect you" advice of their parents the
attitude encouraged many couple prayed that God help
Americans to participate in them during their problems.
helping to insure the release of While driving to their new
the hostages. Regretfully, the home they had an auto
matter still remains unsolved, accident which left the wife
but President Carter has risen paralyzed and caused the
tremendously in the popular- husband such a long delay in
ity polls and his chances for reporting for his new job that
re•election seem to be getting the company had hired
better everyday.
someone else when he got
Regardless, of all the events,
which have given the Democrats constant attention, the
Republicans are not sitting

By Hedy Ratcliff
The 1980 Presidential campaign is now in progress and
the delegates to the Democratic
and Republican National
Conventions of 1980 are
getting prepared, for the most
versatile form of competition.
The delegates will have the
ultimate power of deciding,
which candidate they think is
capable of representing the
principles and interest of their
political party sufficiently as a
contender, for the office of the
Presidency.
The two dominant candidates seeking the Democratic
nomination are incumbent
President Jimmy Carter and
Ted Kennedy. Further, they
both have their campaigns
designed to emphasize issues
that will produce a continuous
reaction from the people in
America, who are interested
in the circumstances that will
either benefit or hinder their
livelihood.
Ted Kennedy had a slight
advantage over President
Carter in the popularity polls
and it seemed as though most
of the American people were
going to jump on his band
wagon and take him all the
way to the highest executive
office in the land. Further, the
main reasons many Americans
expressed for not supporting
President Carter again was
that he ws inactive and he
lacked the ability to develop
adequate solutions to the
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The Romance of OurAge
is Technology.
• Rendezvous
In Spain.
You're a software
appl ications
•,
specialist.
..
When you picked
this career, you
never dreamed that one day you 'd
rendezvous in Barcelona. Spain
with two Navy destroyers.
B ut when your company is Texas
Instruments and one of your customers is the U.S. Sixth Fleet, you
learn to expect the unexpected.
The destroyers are equ ipped with
Tl computers and they need new
software fast . You come aboard and
sail w ith the Fleet until your job is
completed.
Not a bad assignment for a software specialist named Susie. You ' re
glad you got into technology.
The Incredible
Talking Chip.
Yo u 're an integrated c ircui t
designer at Tl.
You' ve helped
find a way to make
a chip talk, somet hing no integrated
circuit has ever done before.
First application: an e lectronic
aid t hat helps children learn to spel l.
The world's first talking textbook.
And that's just the begi nning .
The talking chi p's potential is mindbending. You 're glad you got into
technology.

.=.":•·~ ~~' 1:;

The Salesman's
Dream.
You're a Tl sales
eng ineer. You 've
got what is prob. ~ ably one of the
M --- most irresistible
selling messages in the h istory of
salesmansh ip.
It goes like this: "Hold this Tl-59
Scientific Calculator in your hand.
Now, let's compare it to t he most
popular computer of the 1950sthe IBM 650.
" T he 650 weighed almost three
ton s, required five to 10 tons of ai r
conditioning and 45 square feet of
floor space. And it cost $200,000
in 1955 money.
" Now look at the Tl-59 Calculator
you're holding in the palm of your
hand . It has a primary memory
capacity more than double that of
the 650. It performs its principal
functions five to 10 times faster.
And it retails for under $300."
With a story like t his , the hardest
part of your job is holding onto your
sample. You're glad you got into
technology.

~

The Joy Of
Complication.
You're in sem iconductor design
at Tl. You love it
when people at
parties ask you
what you do. You say. "I make
things compl icated. " (Pause.)
" In fact, I got promoted recently for
creating some major complicat ions.'·
What you mean (but seldom
ex plain) is this: the more active
element groups (AEGs) you can put

on a single ch ip of s ilicon, the more
the average AEG cost goes down.
In short, you make things cheaper
by making them more compl icated.
Your work made it possible for a
Tl consumer product that sold three
years ago for about $70 to sell
today for $14.95.
Your future looks wonderfully
complicated. You're at about 100.000
AEGs per ch ip now and 1,000,000
is in sight.
You're glad you got into technology.

Outsmarting
Smog.
You've always
designed airborne radars for
Tl customers.
Now, all of a
sudden you know your next radar
design is going to stay at the airport.
On the ground.
It's on the ground that traffic
controllers at Los Angeles International Ai rport have a problem.
They can " see" incoming and outgoing ai rpl anes on their radar just
fine, so long as the airplanes are in
the a ir
But when the airp lanes are on the
ground-touching down. taking off .
taxiing . parking-they are sometimes impossib le to see and control.
Ground smog obscures them.
You believe you have an answer
to the smog problem. You dig out
the plans for an airborne g roundmapping radar you helped design.
You adapt the design so the L.A.
controllers can use it to see through
smog. It wo rks beautifully.
Today your smog-piercing radar
is widely known as Airport Surface
_.-

Detection Eq uipment (ASDE). It's
standard equipment at L.A. International and at the airport in
Geneva. Switzerland . Other airports
with smog and snow problems are
expected to have it soon.
You ' re glad you' re in technology.

Oil Sleuths
International.
You ' re a geophysicist. A good
one. You cou ld be
w ith any of the b ig
o il companies. But
you wanted to get w ith a company
whose specialty is the same as
yours. Exploration.
That's why you're at Tl , in
Geophysical Service .
Tl explorer shi ps, Tl photogeologic aircraft and Tl truck- and
tractor-mounted vibrator systems
are working all over the world.
They're finding oil. And they're
identifying areas where no o il
exists, thereby sav ing huge losses
in d rilling costs.
Also, Tl's worldwide computer
network and its Advanced Scientific
Computer is making 3- D recording
and processing possible. Th is exclusive exploration technique is the
only practical way to unscramble
" no-record" areas on land and sea.
You 're a happy sleuth . You 're in
on the biggest hunt in history. And
your team is out in front.
You're g lad you got into
technology.

If you're not in technology yet, think it over.
If you are in technology, talk to Texas Instrutnents.
Campus Interviews

See what Tl is doing in:

Feb.I
Send for the 34-page picture story
of Tl people and places.

Write : Geo rge Berrym an, Texas Inst ruments
Corporate Staffing, P. 0. Box 225474.
M. S. 67, Dept. CG, Dallas, Texas 75265

• Microcomputers and microprocessors
• Semiconductor memories
• Linear semiconductor devices
• Microelectronic digital watches
• Calcu lators
• Minicomputers: hardware, software
ai:id systems featuring software
compatibility with microprocessors
• Distributeq computing systems
• Electronic data terminals
• Programmable control systems
• Data exchange systems
• Advanced Scientific Computers
• Digital seismic data acquisition
systems

~

.TEXASINSTRU~ENTS
I NCOR.PORATED
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/ F

• Air traffic control radar and Discrete
Address Beacon Systems
• Microwave landing systems
• Radar and infrared systems
• Guidance and controls for tactical
missiles
• Worldwide geophysical services
• Clad metals for automotive trim,
thermostats, and electrical contacts
• Interconnection products for electronic telephone switching systems
• Tempera tu re-sensitive controls for
automobiles and appliances
• Keyboards for calculators and for
many other products

SIX
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Alpha Kappa Alpha

Sorority News
Soror Olivette J . Higgs,
Acting Head of the Department of Modern Foreign
Languages, Prairie View A&M
University, was selected on a
nationwide competitive basis
as a participant in the
Workshop on Foreign Languages and Literature Programs
funded by the National
Endowment for the Humanities.
The Workshop, sponsored
by Purdue University, was held
on December 27 through
December 30, 1979, during the
Modern Languages Association Convention in San
Francisco, California.
Soror Higgs holds degrees
from Arkansas AM&N College, Atlanta University, and
has done additional study at
the University of Texas,
University of Colorado, and
ESPPPFE of the Sorborne
University, Paris, France.
Soror Higgs is the wife of
Mr. George E. Higgs, Federal
Program Director of the
Waller Independent School
District, and the mother of two
children: Cherie, a teacher in
the Friendswood High School;
and Marcus, a 9th grader in the
Waller High School.
<-oror Iii s is actively

PVParticipating in Conference AKA Wants To Know Are We Ready For The BO's?
On Food and H111ger
As we look back on the "Are we ready for the 80's"

By Brenda D. Curry
"To devise answers to
existing hunger problems in
Texas and establish a continuing line of communication and
action to work on elimination
of hunger in Texas" was the
objective of a 3-day consultation conducted at Texas
A&M University recently.
Prairie View A&M University and numerous agencies
from across the state participated in the conference.
Speakers and exhibits focused
on the shared concern of
churches and the state's
land-grant universities about
people who experience hunger
Olivette J. Higgs elected in daily.
Senator Ralph Yarborough
national competition.
addressed the opening session
affiliated with a number of on the political realities of
professional, civic, social, and hunger. During another sescommunity organizations. She sion, PV Extension specialist
is an active member of Zeta Benny Lockett presented a
Gamma Omega Chapter and a slide set depicting work being
Life Member of Alpha Kappa done through the Intensified
Farm Planning Program to
Alpha Sorority, Inc.
assist low-income farm families in increasing quality and
Family Planning Clinic quantity
of their food supply.
Other Houston-area particiA family Planning Clinic
was scheduled for Saturday, pants included Sister Pearl
January 26 at the Owens- Ceasar , Houston Interfaith
Hunger Coalition; Arenia
Franklin Health Center.
All services were free and Edwards, Welfare Rights
Organization; and Arnold
available to everyone.

NUNN ENTERPRISES

ZURI COSMETICS
SUPER EYE KITS
SPECIAL

Benny Lockett, Extension small-farming program
specialist, addresses State
Consultation on Food and
Hunger held recently at
Texas A&M University. Mr.
Lockett presented an overview of work being done
with low-income farm
families enrolled in the Extension Intensified Fann
Planning Program. (See
story)
Brown, Landowners Association of Texas.
Before adjourning, the
conference outlined an action
agenda in which efforts were
planned that would further
extend the impact of this
conference.

Clip Coupon below

HEIPSTEAI CLEANEIS
DRY CLeANING
Alterations -

Laundry Service

Box 893

Phone 826-3798

Nearly 3 of 4 veterans with
military service during the
Vietnam connict have applied
for benefits under the current

Hempstead, Texas
1-DAY DRY CLEANING SERVICE

GI Bill.

offers challenging careers

CHEMICAL
MECHANICAL
AEROSPACE

I

National, World & State

-HYO'S Hwy.
CHICKEN
&
SHRIMP
290 at Bus Station ·

NEWS BRIEFS
GRAIN BOYCOTI TO CONTINUE
GALVESTON - A longshoremen's union official said
dockworkers would continue their boycott of·grain bound for the
Soviet Union despite farmers' charges the.action was illegal.
Three national farm bureau organizations filed the complaint
Wednesday with the National Labor Relations Board in houston
against the South Atlantic and Gulf Coast International
Longshoremen's Association and two Houston locals alleging an
illegal secondary boycott.
IRANIANS VOTE FOR FIRST PRFSIDENT
At the behest of the bedridden but reportedly recovering
Ayatollah Khomeini, Iranians cast ballots last week for their first
president while roving government teams advised illiterate voters
to "find someone you can trust" to fill in the blanks.
The country's 22 million eligible voters about half of them illiterate were urged to vote for the largely figurehead post by
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini who reassured them in a recorded
message the day before the election his health was "not bad:'
CARTER'S SPEECH GETS APPROVAL
President Carter's sharp attack on the policies of Russia, and
his call for a resumption of draft registration are both solid shows
of strength and are a good sign for Americans, political science
experts said following the State of the Union message.
In a speech last Wednesday, Carter called for a draft registration that would require all young men, and perhaps women, from
the ages of 18 to 26 to tell the Selective Services system their
names and addresses, and their parents' names and addresses.
Carter also called for a review of the strength of the nation's
intelligence agencies.

LUNCH SPECIAL
11 a.m. - 2 p.m. Monday- Friday ·

•

ENGINEERS

THIS WAS INDEED A
LONG RANGE FORECAST
Leonardi da Vinci foresaw
the space shuttle 475 years ago
writing: "The great bird will
take its first flight upon the
back of the great swan, filling
the world with amazement:•
This prediction is 1505!

BLACK POLL SHOWS BIAS CONTINUES
NEW YORK - Discrimination emerges from the first Data
Black Poll as a widespread and current problem for black
Americans.
Over one-third of l, 146 blacks polled spontaneously mentioned discrimination as among the two or three most important
problems facing blacks today. More than a majority said they
have personally experienced discrimination.
Job discrimination is a particularly pressing problem for
blacks, the poll revealed, among the major findings of the first in
a series of quarterly polls sponsored by Data Black, the new polling firm founded by Dr. Kenneth B. Clark and Inner City Broadcasting with consulting by the New York-based firm of Dresner,
Morris and Tortorello Research at the end of 1979.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 23
Mr. Mike R. Chaddick, Sales Representative
U.S. Steel Corporation, Houston, Texas
"Biological Aspects of the Steel Industry"
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 30
Dr. Gordon E . Hunter, Director, Career Awareness Institute
Department of Biology, Tennessee Technological University,
Cookeville
" Career A warene.ss Institute at Tennessee Tech "
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 13
•or. Kirkwood Cottman, Research Chemist
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 20
•or. Joyce King, Senior Research Chemist
Dow Chemical, Midland, Michigan
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27
•Or. Winton D. Jones, Jr., Research Chemist
Merrell Research Center, Merrell-National Labs, Cincinnati,
Ohio
"Pharmaceuticals: From the Research Labs to the Patient"
*Resource person through the Black Executive Exchange Program (BEEP) of the Urban League

2200 Cherry

Novv $6.00

Please send me ___ Eye Kits at Special Off,r
No.

Name _____________________

~e Naval Ordnance St~ is a recognized leader in rocketry,
missile and gun propuls,on. We are involved in all aspects of
this tect:1nology, from research, design, and development to
production and evaluation.
Our representative wiU be on campus on Feb 8

0

D Enclosed $6.00 Check or Money Order.

WEDNESDAY
CHICKEN FRIED STEAK, Salad, French Fries, Coffee or Tea __$2.39

THURSDAY
2 Pc. ·CHICKEN, Beans & Slaw, Coffee or Tea ____________________$1.99 ,

FRIDAY

'

BURRITO DE~UX~. ~rench Fries, Coffee or Tea ___________________. __$1.99

We're R-TEC, a world leader in the design and manufacture of advanced
single and multi-channel station carrier systems.
Our representative will be visiting your campus very soon. Please check
with your placement office and sign up for an interview today.

Waller

I

PRESCRIPTIONS - DRUGS

Material

?'1 the Station and a sign-up sheet f o r ~ 818 available

1n the placement office.

Address
City ____________State._____Zip____

TUESDAY
2 Pc. FISH, Toast, Corn on the Cob & Slaw, Coffee or Tea ____$2.39

Here's your opportunity to get into analog design and manufacturing
engineering.

MEATS OF QUALITY

Regular 7.50 Value

2 kits for $12.00

MONDAY
. 2 Pc. CHICKEN, Corn on the Cob, & Slaw, Coffee or Tea ____$1.99

Telecommunications Prof~ionals
~EE's, ~IE's & BSME's
are the parties to whom
we are speaking!

BRANNA.N'S

Get Complete Super Rieb Eye Kit

KIT

1/

BASKETBALL COACH
Calvin White is shown during heat of a recent game in
the Little Dome.

SPECIAL BY-MAIL COUPON
Day or
Evening

SEVEN

Biology Seminars

NAVAL ORDNANCE forSTATION

AS ADVERTISED IN EBONY MAGAZINE
Send Coupon Below with Check or Money Order to
.Zuri Cosmetics Kits
202 Rosewood Drive
Terre Haute, Indiana 47805
(Allow 3-4 Weeks for Delivery}

decade of the 70's, many because if so we will continue
things come to mind. There to fight for justice and
were great strides in Women's equality . We can never be
Liberation, Gay Rights, Civil content with the status quo.
Rights and most any other The question is one of survival.
kind of "right" that one would Will our world survive? With
care to mention. They served all the positive progress there is
the purpose of opening our also negative. Are we ready to
eyes to the fact that our world sit back and let others make
is changing, and is doing so the decisions that we will have
quickly. We no longer wait to 'SU ffer behind? We must
years to see our dreams of become more involved in
equal opportunity come true. politics, and understanding
There are no longer giant our world. The world effects
obstacles falling upon the our lifestyle, so we must
women of our society. We all continue to seek out the bad.
The 80's aren't much
are finding our place.
Yes, progress is in the different from any other
making and we are making decade, except technology has
progress. But we must not let advanced. There are still the
our past achievements hinder age old problems of poverty,
us from seeking more. As the war, crime, drugs, and
new decade begins, we must rebellion in the youth. So, will
enter into it as we did the past we be able to accept the
decade, with goals of making responsibilities which come
this world a better place to be. ~th the 80's, yes. After all, it's
So we all must ask ourselves, Just another decade.
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Where You Get More Than Just

A Welcome and
An Equal
Opportunity Employer

Good

Service

CITY HUG-HEIPSTEAI
826-2496

W. W. Wilkes, Owner

-- ------------------ --
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Please complete and mall to Carole Crowell,
R-TEC, P.O. Box 919, Bedford, Texas 76021.

Name.......................................................................................................................................
Address ..................................................................................................... ,............................ .
City, State, Zip ....................................................................................................................... .
Phone No ...........................................................................................:................................... .
Best Time To Call .................................................................................................................. .
Degree...................................................School.. ....................................................................
Position Desired.................................................................................................................... .

I....._
\

______ _

This Information will be held In strictest confidence.

An Equal Opportunity Employer, m/f

R;,TEC
2100 Reliance Parkway
Bedford, Texas 76021
. . A RELIANCE
• • ELECTRIC CD.

(817) 267-3141,
TELEX 890-5714

\
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Top Ten Goodies

Sold Out

These are a few of the most beautiful inspiring songs, that are
pleasing to the listening ear. They may also help you to relax your
mind, after you have studied throughout the day or night. You
can ease some of the tension and get into a good mood with these
goodies.
1. Rock With You - M. Jackson
2. Do You Love What You Feel - Rufus & Chaka
3. Ladies Night - Kool & The Gang
4. I Wanna Be Your Lover - Prince
5. Send One Your Love - Stevie Wonder
6. Do That To Me One More Time - Captain & Tennile
7. Rappers Delight - Sugar Hill
8. Forever Mine - 0' Jays
9. Please Don't Go - K. C. & The Sunshine Band
10. Cruisin - Smokey Robinson

(Humor) By Ronnie Smiley
This is a short guide to help
you learn something about
your major and college.
College of Arts and Science
- This college was set up for
soft-headed leftovers from the
'60's who still think it's a crime
to make money. It contains the
departments of English (for
those who liked to get
mistreated); a Department of
chemistry (for those who
aspire to know nothing and be
alcoholic by the time thev
graduated); a department of
Biology (for those who really
don't want to make a living).
This college contains many
other useless depa rtments,
including History, Drama,
Music, Physics, Mathematics
a~d Communications, all
tailor-made to see that you
don't ever have to live with the
guilty brought on by earning a
living with your degree.

Superman
Coming ToPV
By Photo Play Club
What's more faster than a
speeding bullet. More powerful than a locomotive. Able to
leap tall buildings with a single
jump. Look up in the sky, it's
a bird, it's a plane, it's
Superman.
Superman as a baby was sent
to earth by his father, Jor-el
before their planet Krpton
exploded. On earth diguised as
Clark Kent, a newspaper
reporter working for the Daily

Planet, he fights for truth and
justice the American way.
In the movie, Superman falls
in loves. Does battle with Lex
Luthor, the greatest criminal
mind of all time. He saves half
of the state of California from
sinking into the Pacific Ocean
and changes human history.
The Photo Play Qub will show
Superman the movie February
20, 1980 at the Campus
Theater at 7:30 p.m.

Ministries Conference CONTINUED from Page I
well as the participating clergy.
The convocation starts at 9:30
a.m. February 6.
The Rev. W. Van Johnson,
dean of chapel at Prairie View
A&M, says the conference,
hosted each year by the
university, is not interested in
church dogma but rather in
developing leaders and utilizing resources in the various
communities.
Johnson says there always
have been good relations
between the black church and
predominantly black colleges.
There is an inherent need, he
says, for these institutions to
survive and continue their
linkage.

1979 MACHO MAN - Tom Carrol

The PV Macho Man Contest
On December 6, 1979 the
Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
sponsored the first Prairie
View A&M University Macho
Man Contest. The program
was held in the University
Memorial Center Ballroom
and was a tremendous success.

"When you rob a person of
cultural background, that
element in society is drained you lose identity, you become predominantly white institudehumanized. When a subcul- tions. "Many were misled in
ture becomes absorbed by a thinking they had full
dominant culture, the subcul- participation in the predominantly white college academicalture should survive:• he says.
Indicating that the black ly, politically and socially.
college is the more needy of Many can't get in the societies
support, Johnson says he - in 1980, I think the trend
endorses survival of these should be for blacks to start
institutions only if their going back to the predominidentity is coupled with first antly black colleges:• he says.
'' Another tragedy is that our
class facilities and manageblack leaders are not speaking
ment.
"There is a stereotype that out. You can say what you
says black administrators can't want about the Iranians;
manage;• Johnson says, after they're all saying in unison 'we
being reminded that about half want the Shah'. Blacks should
of the black students attend be unified in saying, 'We want
our black institution to
survive'. It's funny - you
never hear of anyone talking
about the survival of Harvard,
Princeton or Yale;• Johnson
says.

U/4fcome
al

VARIETY
VALUES

What is the greatest harm
done by the credit card,
something which nearly every
business hands out to anybody
who can scrawl his or her
name? It leads us into
temptation and delivers us to
evil.

The 1979 Prairie View A&M
University "Macho Man" is
Mr. Tom Carroll. Tom is 20
years of age, an Architecture
major, and a native of Fort
Worth, Texas. The second
place finisher for the contest
was Mr. Lawrence Pace, from
Houston, Texas. The participants in the program were
judged in the categories of
Sports Wear, Casual Wear,
Formal Wear, and Talent. The
judges for the program were
Ms. Margarite Sherrod, Mrs.
June Aikens, Ms . Nikki
Torian, and Ms . Sylvia
Roberts.
Commentary for the 1979
presentation was delivered by
Ms. Shelia Powell, IEEE
Activity Committee Co-Chairman, and also Ms. Shirley
Deese, IEEE member. Also
assisting in the organization of
the program was Ms. Alane
Mavis, Mr. Ervin Emanuel,
IEEE Branch Counselor; Dr.
John Fuller, Electrical Engineering Department Head; Mr.
Sam Daruvalla, IEEE Branch
Counselor; and numerous
other members of the society.
The IEEE is · planning to
donate a portion of the
proceeds to the University
Centennial
Development
Fund . The IEEE is also
looking forward to a prosperous Spring semester full of
activities. Presently in t h e
planning stages is the Prairie
View Marathon.

OPEN NOW
OPERATION CARE,LINE

College of Education This college prides itself in
having departments which
have gone, quite literally,
entire years without handlin2
out a single D or F.
College of Engineering This is not a bad major if
you're looking to make a few
bucks. The only hitch is that
you' ll have to spend your four
years walking around wearing
a calculator and a knife on
your hips . The knife is for
protection because the rest of
the student body doesn ' t like
you. You won't be allowed to
read any literature thougher
than "Beetle Bailey'.'
College of Home Economics
- This college is for women
whose main reason for coming
to college is to find a husband.
This makes you wonder about
the men!
College of Nursing - If
your heart still bleeds freely
after you spend your 2 years in
Houston, then this is your
place.
College of Industrial and
Technology - No one is quite
sure exactly what is done over
there. I heard through the
grapevine that this college is
for those who have uncles in
the Mafia who want to set their
nieces and nephews up to
recruit.

WARD'S PHARMACY
"Your Rexall Store"

SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNT
AVAILABLE ON PRESCRIPTIONS
Nights 826-2295
Telephone 826-2445
Hempstead, Texas

Barnes Parlor of Beauty
Specializing In All Phases of
Beauty Work
Also "WIGS and WIGLETS"
82~6445

Pine Island Road
Prairie View

FREE
PREGNANCY TESTS
•

SELF-HELP COUNSELOR TAPE PROGRAM

Immediate Appointments

• Confidential Counseling

• Birth Control Information
• Termination of Pregnancy

13th and Austin
.~vPER-SAVE FOOD MARKET
SERVING THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY

Open 7:30 a.m. to Midnight Tel. 713-857-3542
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Drama News

Alpha Kappa Alpha
Lists Nine in Who's Who
Honor Society, The Forensics
Society, and Junior Fellow
Association. She plans to
obtain her Masters' Degree in
Reading. Femi ta F. Parker,
senior native of Houston, a
biology major , member of
Alpha Kappa Mu, Beta Beta
Beta Honor Societies. Femita
also plans to continue her
education by entering Medical
School and becoming a doctor.
Sonja Randle, senior and a
native of Houston. Sonja is
ROTC EXERCISES - AROTC Cadets are pictured
also a Pre-Med student and
plans to attend Medical during completion and awards held on campus in late
School. She is a member of December.
Alpha Kappa Mu and Beta
Beta Beta Honor Societies.
Sharon Stafford is from
Prairie View . She gr.iduated
this December and was a
cooperation in helping us
Elementary Education/ Mass
Greetings from the sorors of
sponsor a program for Black
Communications Major. She Zeta Phi Beta Sorority!
History month on February
was a member of the Welcome back to Pantherland
13, 1980. We are asking that
Canterbury Association. She and 1980 . . Recently, four
you as an organization here at
will begin teaching this year in young ladies were imtiated into
Prairie View, contribute poCrockett, Texas. Nikki Torian Omega Gamma Chapter, and
etry, song, dance, skit , essay,
is a na t ive of Savannah, they are: Nancy Carr,
dramatic readings or anything
Georgia. She is presently the Houston ; Debra Melrose,
that you feel is an association
reigning Miss Prairie View and Austin; Marier Moore, Shrevewith Black History . The
is a Mass Communications port, Louisiana, and Cynthia
deadline for your entry will be
Major. She is also a member of Singleton, Oakhurst, Texas.
February 6, 1980. Below are
the Synchronized Swimming
Any young ladies who are
the following persons to be
Team. Diane Traylor, senior intere ted in becoming memcontacted: Phyllis Tubbs ,
bers of the 1-Z Club of Zeta
2069; Susan Carmon, 2574;
Ph i Beta Sorority or old
Jackie DeLoach, 3992; Angela
members who would like to
Duplechain, 2873; and Rhonda
rejoin, can do so by getting in
Williams, 2137.
touch with the following
If you want to continue your education,
Soror Cheryl Hackett, reporter
sorors:
Cheryl
Hackett,
4435;
no matter what your age, study money can
Felita Henderson, 3941; Shirbe yours.
ley Lewis, 4971, and Cynthia IF YOU QUALIFY
Interested? Ask the financial aid adminAS HEAVY SMOKER?
Singleton, 2872.
istrator at the school you plan to attend, or
According to a report issued
Sorors of Zeta Phi Beta
write to Box 84, Washington, D.C. 20044 for
Sorority, would like your by the U.S. Surgeon General,
the life expectancy of a
afreebooklet.APPLYYOURSELF-TODAY.
Education after high school
from Houston . A major in two-pack-a-day smoker beElementary Education, mem- tween the ages of 30 and 35 is
can be the key to a better life.
ber of Kappa Delta Pi Honor cut by as much as eight or nine
United States Office of Education
Society in Education. She is years compared with the life
presently doing her student expectancy of a non-smoker in
the same age group.
teaching in Houston.

By Beatrice Moore
The Sorors of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority are proud to
announce that 9 members of
the sorority are included in this
Years addition of Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges .
They are:
Anita Berry, senior in
Biology who will be pursuing a
career in Denistry. She is from
Prairie View and is a member
of Beta Beta Beta, and Alpha
Kappa Mu Honor Societies.
Felecia DeLoach, senior in
Business Education and is
presently involved in student
teaching and is a member 0f
the Honor Society for Business
students. Miss DeLoach is a
native of Shreveport, Louisiana. Cathleen Goines, senior in
Pre-Med Biology, a member of
Alpha Kappa Mu, Alpha Mu
Gamma, and Beta Beta Beta
Honor Societies. She is
plann ing to attend Medical
School and pursue her goal of
becoming a doctor. Cathleen is
from New Orleans, Louisiana.
Beatrice Moore, senior in
Spanish from San Antonio.
She is a member of Alpha Mu
Gamma Foreign Language

Zeta News

NEED ASECOND CHANCE?

The Drama Depanment and the Charles Gilpin players are
ready for their second production of the year, Medea. The play
will run only 6 nights, January 28-30 and February 4-6. The play
will begin at 7:30 p.m. and the price is 50 cents for students and
$1 .00 for non-students. It will be performed at the Little Theatre
located in the Hobart Taylor Sr. Hall. (Coming soon will be "The
Shadow Box'.' Directed by Mr. C. Lee Turner)
MEDEA'S CAST CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING:
The Nurse .. . ..... . ...... . ... . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . . Beryle Fisher
aaudia Sams
The Tutor .. ... . .. .. . . . ........... . .. . ... . ..... Elvin Adam
Frederick Wade
The Children ....... ... .... ..... . . .. . . ...... Laree McCellan
Nepoleon McCellan
The First Woman of Corinth ... ........ . ..... Patricnella Ledet
The Second Woman of Corinth .. . .. . .. . . .. ... . . . . Carol Ware
The Third Woman of Corinth . ............. . . .. .. Mattie Arps
Medea ........... . .. . .. . .. . .. . ........ .. . . . . Lillian Randle
Creon . ...... . . . .... . .. . . . . . .... . ....... . .... Paul Osborne
Carlos Pieratt
Jason . . . . . ... .... .. ... . . .. ....... . .•. . .... Reginald Hobbs
Rodney Hobbs
Aegues ... .. . ........ . . . . ....... . . . ..... ..... Tyrone Grant
Curtis Stansberry
Jason's Slave ... ... . .. . .... . .... . . . ...... . .. . . . Terry Spivey
Soldiers . . .. ... .... . ..... . ....... .. . ..... . Robert McCellan
Wayne Russel
Frank Thomas
Percy Weathers

Alpha Spotlight
The brothers of the Eta
Gamma Chapter of Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity, Inc. recently
voted brother Benny LeNard
Smith as Brother-of-the-Year
for 1979-80. Brother Smith ,
also known as "Spit-Shine" a
native of Hooks, Texas i; a
senior majoring in Industrial
Education. He is a member of
Pi Mu Epsilon, the Junior
Fellow Association, Who's
Who in American Colleges and
Universities, the Student
Council for exceptional Children (SCEC), and Phi Eta
Sigma honor society. During

his tenure at Prairie View
Brother Smith has shown
scholarship, concern and
enthusiasm that all students
should possess. Brother Smith
became a member of the Eta
Gamma Chapter, November
11, 1978. He is one-fifth of the
line the "Moonstruck Madness'.' Brother. Smith currently
serves as Recording Secretary
and Chaplain of the Chapter.
We, the brothers of Eta
Gamma thus, take time to
honor our Brother-of-theYear, Benny Lenard Smith.
Jimmy Williams

Schwarz Inc.
"104

<Jjui.u of Contln.uoj.

clz.wlcz."

COMPLETE DEPARTMENT STORE

1:00 p.m. - 12:00 Midnight

Dial 857-2058 or 2059

HEMPSTEAD

College of Agriculture There are jobs to be had out of
this college, if you want to
spend four years in a smelly
lab, contaminated with all
kinds of icky bacteria.
College of Business - This
college is for the poor student
who still believes a college
education guarantees a job. A
graduate of PVAM's fine
college of business is almost
assured of a j ob fitting fat
ladies with corrective shoes in
the local Flagg Brothers. One
holding a degree from the

excellent MBA program here
will almost certainly be named
assistant manager of the same
store.
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WEST LOOP CLINIC
622-2179

2909 West Loop South
Houston, Texas
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and

There's a lot
more of these
around
than you

might think.

FURNITURE STORE

lo~i-er_s_e_~_k_i_ng--7\
colle
student ror
well-paying sW'JffJer
job.

And you don't have to just rely on your local
newspaper to find them. Because this spring,
Ford's Insider magazine wil l feature an
entire issue on how and where to find summer
employment.
·
There will be information on government
jobs, including tips on taking the Civil Service
exam. Articles on overseas jobs, too. Intern
and co-op programs in private business. Jobs
workin' on the railroad and other outdoor
money-makers. Jobs at resorts. Even jobs at
Disneyland. And for the individualist, job
profiles of a clam digger and a magician.

Tel. 826-2466
P. 0. Box 535
Hempstead, Texas

Patricia's fine Jewelry
Hempstead

1216 Austin

WE DO REMOUNTING AND

Plea&

MANUFACTURING ON PREMISES

Insider will help you find the summer job
you need. And to find Insider, all you have to
do is pick up a copy of your college paper
and look inside. It's free from Ford.

Look for Slnvner Job

issueot~
~corming
series of oolege
newspaper Sl4)plernens.
FORD DIVISION

BULOVA and SEIKO WATCHES

Photo Contest
Sponsored by MSC
At Texas AltM IJ.

TEACHER CENTER MEET -

Visiting teachers and local Teacher Center staff

members are pictured at work during a recent conference held in the TC Library.

SALT VITAL TO

Politics, Who and Why CONTINUED from Page 4
down with their hands folded.
The major candidates seeking
the Republican nomination are
Ronald Reagan and John
Connally.
Nevertheless,
George Bush is gaining support
steadily throughout the states.
Indeed, the vitality of the
1980 Presidential campaign is
that, it will reflect the ideas
and ambitions of a mass
majority of the American
people. Therefore, the candi-

date who becomes the next
President of the United States
mainly motives or bis
supporters.
Everyone who is eligible to
vote should take time to do so,
it is one of the greatest
privileges one has complete
control of under all circumstances.
It only takes a moment to
pull lever, for the candidate
you feel will best represent you
as an American ciitizen.

DEFENSE PLAN
Washington Defense
Secretary Harold Brown warn-'
ed Congress Thursday Senate
rejection or the SALT II treaty
would force the White h ouse
to further increase President
Carter's ambitious five-year
defense program.
President Carter announced
his defense plan, with special
emphasis on a 110,000-man
"rapid deployment force" at a
White House meeting Wednes-

day.

Lawrence Marshall proudly announces that Timothy
"Tim" lewis rs a sal,es representative at Lawrence

Marshall Cbe,rolel-Olds., Int.

We,

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1
BASKETBALL (men and women) - Jackson State at
Prairie View; Little Dome, Prairie View, Texas, (women 5
p.m.-men 7:30 p.m.)
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2
BASKETBALL (men) - Mississippi Valley State University
at Prairie View, Little Dome, Prairie View, Texas, 7:30 p.m.
TRACK (men and women) - Prairie View in Southwestern
Athletic Conference Indoor Track Meet, Monroe, Louisiana, 10
a.m. ti! 11 p.m.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY S
BASEBALL - Media Picture Day, Baseball Diamond, 3:30
to 5:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6
MEN'S TRACK - Media Picture Day, Blackshear Field
Track, 3:30 to 5:00 p.m.
THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 7-8-9
BASKETBALL (women) Prairie View in Houston
Recreational Center tournament, Houston, Texas, Times and opponents to be announced.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8
BASKETBALL (men) - Jarvis Christian at Prairie View,
Little Dome, Prairie View, Texas, 7:30 p.m.
GOLF - Prairie View at Texas Southern University (dual),
Houston, Texas.

A photo contest for amateur
collegiate photograpliers, Salon '80, has been announced
by the Memorial Student
Center Camera Committee at
Texas A&M University.
To be judged Saturday,
March 1, the competition is
open to non-professional
student and faculty-staff
photographers of colleges and
universities. Salon '79 winners
included entries from Odessa
College, East Texas State and
Sam Houston State Universities, the University of Texas at
Austin and West Germany.
Prizes including Best of
Show plaques and $50 each in
color and black-and-white will
be awarded. First, second and
third place ribbons will be
given in 11 categories. A
plaque will go to the institution
with the most winners.
Entries will be accepted in
candid, casual and formal
portraiture, architecture, commercial, experimental, landscape, nature, photojournalism, sports and still life
categories.
Winni~g prints will be
exhibited through March 28 at
Texas &M.
Committee Chairman Ken
Moses said preliminary judging the morning of March I
will be open to visitors. Three
professional photographers
will judge the contest, an
annual event at Texas A&M
for more than 20 years.
Information and entry
forms are available from the
Camera Committee, P.O. Box
5718, Aggieland Station,
College Station, Texas 77844.

PLAYER

a challenging career,
CoME GROW WITH us.
CONTINENTAL TELEPHONE CORPORATION, the third largest independent (non·
Bell) telephone holding company in the United States, was f~unded in_ 1960
with the pllrpose of acquiring and exponding telephone properties. From inception, growth has been one of the company's main objectives.
. _
In Texas, Continental operates prima-ily in rural and suburban areas with its
headquarters located in Oollos. Cue ta the ~ro~h of ~ONTINE~!AL
TELEPHONE OF TEXAS. we are seeking aggressive ond1v1duols with quahfocations in ENGINEERING, COMPUTER SCIENCE, MARKETING, FINANCE,
MATH/STATISTICS AND MANAGEMENT. Successful candidates received on at·
tractive compensation package of a competitive salary, excellent benefits and
stock ownership opportunities.
On February 7, 1980, members of the CONTINENTAL TELEPHONE_ OF_TEXAS
management team will be on campus to interview students majoring on:
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING - ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY
Company brochures and an interview schedule ore available in the P!acem~nt
Office. Review our Company's facts and figures and sign-up for on 1nterv1ew
this week.

Continental Telephone
of Texas
P.0. Box 30098
Texas 75230

~

f.uNoAV, January 21

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

SATIJRilAY, January 26
WEDNESO\Y, January 30
FRIDAY, February 1

wrmfL@rm

I

A Service to T he Prairie View Community for Over Forty Two Years

·t0ANS: Share Secured
Pal Estate
',
Personal
I

co/lee.

I

" ~im. " J!ewi,j

'

TELEPHONE

SHARES: (Savings)

Hempstead- 826-2411
Houston- 463-8484

9% Annual Percentage Rate
10% Annual Percentage Rate
12% Annual Percentage Rate

1

1

1

7% Annual Percentage Rate

OUR MOTTO: "Not f<>r Profit
Not for Charity

I

CHEVROLET-OLDS., INC.
P. 0. Box 983 -

Hempstead

TO

61 40

BLK PfS.

2

244

PRAIRIE VIEW
PRAIRIE VIEW
Waco, Texas
PRAIRIE VIEW
MISSISSIPPI VALLEY STATE
PRAIRIE VIDY
x-denote~ games Played in Dallas Baptist tournament

into the engineering opportunities open in rurol electrification and telephony
• ASK your Placement Office for pamphlets telling what the
Rural Electrification Admiriistrotion offers for a challenging
career with all advantages of Federal Civil Service
• SIGN UP for o personal interview with the lijA Recruiting
Representative who will be at your Placement
Office February 6, 1980
- ,.-,:::::;_..• LOOK

Tlnsley's
Chlclc•n
and

Rolls

But for Serolce•

~ LAWRENCE MARSHALL ~

PF/D

56/4

TEXAS SOIJiliERN UNIVERSI'JY
at Paul ~inn College
JACKSCN STATE UNIVERSJ1Y

I

I
I

cup

A

ALOORN STATE UNIVERSI'JY

HIA-•nuE,E,SENIORS

PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY
EMPLOYEES FEDERAL

P. 0 . BOX 2606
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS n445

buJineJJ, a

RB AVG.

30-43 .698 33 ?.2 55

Wright

Jacket
lectured on 4x400 and 4x800
meter training.
Other clinic participants
included Jacqueline Williams
coach in the North Forest
Independent School District.
Herman Goldberg, track coach

for the Betty- Belles and
Asta-Belles girls track club;
Jimmy L. Washington, fourtime AAU track champion and
an Olympic hopeful.
Clifton Gillard, assistant

See CLINIC on 3rd Column

PANTHER CHEERLEADERS

lJPCO.IING GAMES:

Dallas,

~ ©lf@cdlii~

on
I

CHEVRO LET

107-243 .440

&.TURIYIY, February 2
*denotes SWAC conference games

/,'J and viJi f,

F"JM-FfA PCT.

AVG.
16.3
15 95-209 .455 48-58 .828 42 2.8 43 36/1
52 18 1
238 15.9
By JoAnn Alderson
15 101-191 .527 18-34 .529 101 6.7 9 51/5 41
7 10 220 14.7
Hoover Wright and Ms.
s 23-57 .404 23-27 .852 20 4. 0 13 18/1 23 11 0
69 13.8 . Barbara Jacket, track coaches
13 49-121 .405 17-27 .629 96 7. 4 18 56/8 41 19 4 115
8.8
at
Prairie View
A&M
13 36-74 .486 18-23 .783 132 10.2 27 35/2
35 17 7
90
6.9
4
11-23 .478
University headed the list of
3-6
.500 12 3.0 3
25
6/0 10 3 1
6.3
13 29-61 .475
4-5
.800 15 1.2 13 12/0 24
62
4.8
5 2
Speakers at the inaugural
13
21-56 .375
9-19 .474 122 9.4 8 20/1 17 10 17
3.9° Prairie View Track and Field
51
12 19-48 .396
3-8
.375 35 2.9 2 18/0 12 4 2
41
3.4
5
5-13 .385
6-12 .500 3 0.6 2
4
16
3/0
1 0
3.2 Clinic on January 25. The one
4
5-11 .455
1-2 .500 2 0.5 1
2
2/0
1 0
11
2.8 day program was devoted to
11
9-28 .321
6-6 l.00Q 36 3.3 3 11/0 13 6 ci
24
2.2
lectures, demonstrations and
7
3-13 .231
4-7
. 571 14 2.0 0 18/0
4
3
0
10
1.4 activities designed for indivi2
0-2
. 000
1-3
.333 5 2.5 C
1 1 0
4/0
1
0.5 duals whose interests extend to
2
0-1
. 000
1-2
. 500 4 2.0 2
2 1 0
ii/0
1
0.5
0-5
3
.000
1-2
.500 1 0.3 0
2 2 0
3/0
l
0.3 sprinting, middle distance,
hurdling, relays and field
TEAM 59
TOrALS
Is 513-1156 .444 193-284 .679 734 48.9 193 351/22 344 149 47 1219 si.3 events.
OPPOOEl'-ITS
15 527-1131 .466 282-421 .669 665 44.3 227 2S2/6 299 141 48 1336 89.1
Wright, track coach at
Prairie View Deadball rebounds: 42
Opponent Deadball rebounds: 36
Prairie View since 1961, has
Opponents Teain Rebounds (in totals): 64
served on 1972 Olympics
INDIVIDUAL HICRS:
EoIN'l'S: 33, Clarence Hill vs. Texas College 12/4/79
coaching staff, as president of
REBOONllS: 23, Reginald Spivey vs. T.?xas College 12/4/79
t he National Association of
FGI: 13 (of 25) Craig Reggins vs . Oklahoma O\ristian College 12/7/79
Intercollegiate Athletics track
FGA: 28 (made 12) Craig Reggins vs. Wiley 12/3/79
coaches association and bas
flM: 9 (of 10) Clarence Hill vs . Texas College 12/4/79
been named NAIA SouthwesFfA: 10 (made 9) Clarence Hill vs . Texas College 12/4/79
ASSlSfS : 7, Reginald Spivey vs. Texas College 12/4/79
tern Atletics Conference coach
Craig Reggins vs . Oklahoma Otristian College 12/7/79
of the year. His track teams
Lan-y Hagan vs. Austin College 12/28/79
have won four national and
Clarence Hill vs. Grairbling 1/19/80
two conference titles.
TE.AM HlGlS:
IOINIS: 109 vs. Texas College (113) 2-ot 12/4/79
Ms. Jacket, track coach
REBOUNDS: 66, vs. Huston-Tillotson 11/29/79
since I 965, has won five
FIELD G:lALS MADE: 42 vs. Huston-Tillotson (of 90) 11/29/79
national championships, two
vs. Texas College (of 83) 12/4/79
indoor and five outdoor track
FJELD GOALS ATTEMPTED: 93 vs . Wiley College (made 39) 12/3/79
championships. She has served
FREE lHIOiS MADE: 25 (of 34) vs. Texas College 12/4/79
FREE lliROl'S ATTEMPTED: 34 (made 25) vs. Texas College 12/4/79
as the United States coach for
FIELD OOAL PERCENTAGE; . 613 (38 of 62) vs. Jarvis Olristian College 12/1/79
the freshman team in West
FREE THJO\' PERCENTAGE: .889 (8 of 9) vs. Texas College 12/17/79
Germany, Poland and Russia,
1979-80 RESULTSe£,-ll)
she was also the United States
M1"E
OProN
SCORE H/A W-L ATI.
5roRER/REOOUNDER
coach for the dual meet against
11/29/79 fLston-T1llotson
100-16 A
1-0 4500
Robinson 27/Reynolds 15
12/1/79 Jarvis Cllristian
82-79 A
2-0 500
Hill 23/Spivey 19
Russia, coach of the University
12/3/79 Wiley College
89-109 A
2-1
200
Reggins 24/Spivey 16
games in Hungary and coach
12/4/79. Texas College (2-ot)
109-113 A
2-2 150
Hill 33/Spivey 23
for the Pan American games in
12/7/79 Oklahoma <llristian Col.
85-101 A
2-3 2200
Reggins 27/Smith 12
San Juan, Puerto Rico.
12/8/79 Bethany Nazarene Col.
64-86 A
2- 4 1500
Reggins 21/Smith 13
Wright lectured on pre-sea12/15/79 *Southwest Texas State
65-73 A
2-5 2000
Robinson'l9/Spivey 13
12/17/79 Texas College
82-70 H
3-5 3000
Robinson 25/Sheltoo 16
son training for 400 and 800
12/27/79 xDallas Baptist
83-87 A
3-6
200
Hill 24/Smith ll
meter running and pole vault
12/28/79 xAustin College
84-70 A
4-6 150 Rcggins & Hill 21/Srnith 17
and javelin. While Ms. Jacket
12/29/79 xSouthem Arkansas
72-79 A
4-7
150Robinson& Hagan 18/Smith 13
1/7/80 *Southern, La.
79-110 A
4-8 1000
Hagan 18/Srnith 8
1/12/80 *Mississippi Valley
77-106 A
4-9 2500Hill,Lane&Trotterl2/Trotter 12
1/15/80 *Jackson State
81-105 A
4-10 2800
Hill 20/ Robinson 12
1/19/80 *Granbling
67-72 H
4-11 3000
Spiveyl8/Spivey 15

'Jou lo jfop

if n o l

G FQ.1- FGA PCT.

Craig Reggms
Clarence Hill
Anthony Robinson
Larry Hagan
Al Reynolds
Reginald Spivey
Madison Lane
Johnny Price
Melvin Smith
Tilden Trotter
Kevin Vanderbilt
Melvis Wooten
Michael Slelton
Al Cross
R. E. Brooks
Roland Williams
Timothy Woods

Jfyouwant

~
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79-BO Basketball Statistics Track and Field Clinic
Through 15 Games - January 20, 1980
Held on PV Campus
s
Is

Upcoming Athletic Events

"The press, if it is to live up
to its great tradition - if
indeed it is to live at all - must
be free:• - Winston Churchill

invife
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JANUARY 24-29, 1980
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OFFICE HOURS: Monday thru Friday 3:30-6:30 p.m.

Clinic CONTINUED from last column
track coach at Prairie View
A&M University and Dr.
Hollie A. Ryder, AAU record
bolder for the one-hour run,
five kilometers and 10
kilometers and co-founder and
first vice-president of the
columbia track club in South
Carolina.
There were about 25 High
School Coaches, students and
recreational specialists who
appeared at t h e Clinic
Lecturer. The program was
sponsored by the Department
of Health, Physical Education
and Recreation.

Rodeo Club to
Sponsor March Events
The P V A&M Rodeo Club
will sponsor a major Rodeo
d uring early March, according
to Chandra Adams, Club
secretary and treasurer.
Rodeo Station KMJQ of
Houston is expected to work
with group. Ag professor Dr.
Baker is sponsor of the club.

GRADUATING
ENGINEERS
Have you considered these fa ctors in dete rmining where
you will work?

1. Will the job offer challenge and
responsibility?
2. Will your future employer encourage job mobility?
3. Will your future employer encourage, support and reward
continued professional education?
4. How much choice will you have
in selecting your work assignment?
5. Big starting salaries are nice but what is the salary growth
and promotion potential in the
job?

6. Can you afford the cost-ofliving in the area?
At the Naval Weapons Center we
have given these things a lot of
consideration and believe we
have the answers for you.
Arrange through your placement
office to interview with our representative! Manny Dunn

on February 14
We think you will like
what you hear.

If you cannot fit an interview into your sc hedule , write or call:

C. KAREN ALTIERI

Professional Employment Coordinator

NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER (CODE 09201)

China Lake. CA 93555 • (714) 939-3371

'

PHONE: (713/ 857-4925)
0lOSMOBIU

OFFICE LOCATION: P. V. Alumni House

I

~•

Cost of clinical treatment to
cure narcotic addiction is tax
· deductible. Cost of clinical
treatment to stop smoking
isn 't. That's not good, some
insist.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

These are Career Civil Service Positions

U.S C1t1zensh1p Required

